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“HALAAL” PORK BONES – THE
SATANISM OF THE ICSA
CARRION-HALAALIZER
A miserable, paper entity called ICSA (Islamic Council of South Africa), lacking entirely in credibility
and validity, operates as a carrion-halaalizing vendor issuing haraam ‘halaal’ certificates to halaalize
meat products sold by kuffaar establishments. The haraam boodle is the lure.
North Beach Spar in Durban has advertised “halaal” swine bones. The logo of the ICSA outfit appears
clearly emblazoned on the plastic bags containing the pork bones. The insipid statement of apology
issued by Spar serves no purpose whatsoever. “Halaal” Vark (Pork) – halaalized by the logos of
SANHA, MJC, ICSA and NIHT is now a perennial occurrence. Each time, it was a customer who
discovered the swine sin committed by the kuffaar business outlets halaalized by the confounded
illegitimate progeny of Iblees. The halaalizing shaitaani body, ICSA in this case, is solely responsible
for the intolerable so-called “mistake”. “Mistake” has become a convenient crutch for leaning on in
every swine sin debacle.
In a supine attempt to defend the “mistake” and to assure Muslims, Spar states in its insipid apology:
“We have ICSA that comes once a week to check our standards are kept.” This is an emphatic
admission of total lack of Islamic supervision. Spar admits to selling pork. “We have a frozen section
where we sell tray ready frozen pork products.” ICSA has no Islamic shame and no semblance of
Imaani conscience, hence it halaalizes the meat products of non-Muslims who also stock pork on the
same premises, and where there is no Islamic supervision as demanded by the Shariah. The once a
week visit is a stupid mock supervision. In all the
swine sin debacles which have hitherto occurred,
not once did any supervisor/inspector of any of the
confounded illegitimate haraam ‘halaal’ certificate
vendors ever discover the confounded irregularity. It
was always a customer.
The Muslim public should not be fooled by
assurances of ‘supervision’ proffered by these vile
haraam ‘halaal’ certificate vendors. They are in the
game for the haraam boodle with which they
nourish themselves. Their brains are clouded with
vapours of darkness generated by all the haraam
they indulge in, especially the swine sins and the
haraam carrion they feed the Muslim public by
deception. The blame for “halaal” carrion and
“halaal” pork settles more on the Muslim
community who has become addicted to devouring
carrion and pork on the basis of a stupid ‘halaal’
sticker.

